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DIRECTIONS: PREPARE SURFACE. Remove rust, scale, dirt, grease, and loose 
paint. Clean area with a cleaner degreaser. Scuff-sand rusted, glossy or hard 
surfaces. Mask off areas to be protected from overspray -  (1) Use at room 
temperature (70˚F) for best results. Do not paint on days when humidity is high.
(2) Shake until ball inside breaks loose and rattles. Then hold can at top and 
swing bottom of can in a circle for 3 minutes making ball travel around bottom 
groove. Shake up and down occasionally. Repeat shaking procedure for 10 
seconds after each minute of use.
(3) TO SPRAY, hold can 6-8 inches from surface and apply in a sweeping motion 
with the can held upright. Avoid drips and runs by applying several thin coats 
at one spraying.
(4) If spray button becomes clogged, pull off and clean. DO NOT stick pins or 
wire into can opening. Replace spray button firmly with valve opening pointed 
away from you.
(5) To clean valve after use, invert can and spray until only clear gas comes out. 
Discard empty can in trash pick-up. Do not burn, incinerate, or place in home 
garbage compactor.

The EZ TOUCH™ FANSPRAY® valve requires 50% less finger pressure than a 
standard valve. Allows greater coverage with less overspray, and manipulates 
like a professional spray gun.

5 STAR XTREME PREMIUM GUIDE COAT
A must for a perfectly smooth finish. This fast-drying, easy-to-sand 
formula exposes surface low spots and imperfections. Repair area and 
contour. Lightly spray with Guide Coat. Begin finish sanding using a 
sanding block or pad. Low areas will show Guide Coat. Finish sanding 
until Guide Coat is completely removed and surface is a smooth, dark 
gray finish. Color: Dark Gray.


